
 
Meeting Agenda 

Executive Committee 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 - 5:45 p.m. 
Conference Room, CCRPC Offices  

110 West Canal Street, Suite 202, Winooski, VT 
 

1. Changes to the Agenda, Members’ Items  

2. Approval of April 3, 2013 Executive Committee Minutes* (Action) 

3. Act 250 & Sec 248 Policy and Applications 
a. Hannaford application in Hinesburg, # 4C0654-14* (Action) 
 

4. Proposed Amendments to CCRPC Guidelines and Standards for Confirmation                 (Action) 
       of Municipal Planning Processes and Approval of Municipal Plans* 

5. Administrative Procedure/Personnel/Procurement Policy revisions * (Action) 

6. Annual Meeting location and program (Discussion) 

7. Potential Office Relocation Opportunity (Discussion) 

8. Chair/Executive Director’s Report  (Discussion) 
a. Circ Alternatives 
b. ECOS Plan 

9. May 22, 2013 Board Agenda Review * (Action) 

10. Other Business (Discussion) 

11. Executive Session – if needed  (Action) 

12. Adjournment (Action) 

 

∗Attachments 

 

NEXT MEETING – Wednesday, June 5, 2013 - 5:45 p.m.  



Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission 1 
Executive Committee 2 

Meeting Minutes 3 
DRAFT 4 

Date:  Wednesday, April 3, 2013 5 
Time:  5:45 p.m. 6 
Place:  CCRPC Offices; 110 W. Canal Street; Suite 202; Winooski, VT  05404 7 
Present: Lou Mossey, Chair   Andy Montroll, Vice Chair 8 
  Ed Booth, Sec-Treasurer   Catherine McMains, At-Large >5,000 9 
  Andrea Morgante, At-Large <5.000 Marc Landry, Immediate Past Chair 10 
  Charlie Baker, Executive Director Michele Boomhower, Asst/MPO Director 11 
  Forest Cohen, Business Manager Regina Mahony, Sr. Planner 12 
  Bernie Ferenc, Trans. Business Mgr. 13 
 14 
1. Changes to the Agenda.  The meeting was called to order at 5:35 p.m.  There were no changes to the 15 

agenda. 16 
 17 
2.  Approval of minutes.  MARC LANDRY MADE A MOTION, SECONDED BY CATHERINE MCMAINS, TO 18 

APPROVE THE MINUTES OF MARCH 6, 2013 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING, WITH CORRECTIONS 19 
IF ANY.  Catherine suggested a change on page 1, line 24 to change “approve” to “approval.”  20 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY TO APPROVE THE MINUTES AS CORRECTED. 21 

 22 
3.  Act 250 & Sec. 248 Policy and Applications.   23 

a. Catamount/Bolton Land, LLC, 4x4 Center in Bolton.  Regina distributed a new letter.  The 4x4 24 
center is an education and training facility for driving 4-wheel drive vehicles.  Examples of 25 
those who currently use it are Michelin Tires and Department of Defense.  They operate on 26 
some of the existing ski trails and another network beyond that.  They have often gone to 27 
Act 250 first and then to the town.  This time they were required to do a full new master 28 
plan for the town.  The town has asked that we add the sentence “The project has received 29 
approval from the Town for Phase I only, but not for the Master Plan.”  They also would like 30 
to add “….and the municipality” in the last sentence of the second paragraph.  Charlie noted 31 
that there have been issues in the town with neighbors.  This is on Bolton ski property, 32 
although 1200 acres is owned by Bolton.  MARC LANDRY MADE A MOTION, SECONDED BY 33 
ANDY MONTROLL, TO APPROVE THE LETTER WITH THE NEW LANGUAGE.  MOTION CARRIED 34 
UNANIMOUSLY. 35 

b. Trey & Dominic Pecor in Charlotte.  Members briefly discussed the project which is for a 36 
70x30 foot single story family game room building with a loft, galley kitchen and bathroom 37 
on a 32 acre lot.  ANDREA MORGANTE MADE A MOTION, SECONDED BY ED BOOTH, TO 38 
APPROVE THE LETTER.  When asked why the two letters are addressed to two different 39 
coordinators, Regina noted that there are two and each one is assigned to specific projects.  40 
THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 41 
 42 

4. Draft FY2014 UPWP and Budget.  Michele noted that the UPWP Committee met three times to 43 
review requests from municipalities and others.  The sheet she distributed is the list of projects the 44 
committee has recommended be included in FY14 program.  The reverse side lists projects that will 45 
be deferred.   There are a couple of bridges in Charlotte requested, but we found that VTrans does 46 
scoping of all bridges right before construction.  She described other projects that are deferred.  A 47 
US 7 corridor study is underway, so we deferred other Milton projects.  Andy noted that the projects 48 
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added for Burlington are the city’s priorities.  Michele explained that the format of the work 1 
program will be different for FY14.  We now have it all in Excel.  Everything is based on the 8 ECOS 2 
goals and all of the tasks for funding will be integrated.  The narrative will be reduced from over 100 3 
pages and will be shown in a landscape format.  Forest presented the budget income/expense 4 
sheet.  There are a number of byways grants left, but many will be closed out.  Natural resources – 5 
we have a couple of brownfields line items and we’re awaiting word of a new grant award.  6 
Members agreed we should include the pending brownfields grant in here.  Under Emergency 7 
Management; old grants are closed but our regional EM grants are still active and we expect similar 8 
revenue.  Charlie and Michele will be reviewing staff time in this draft to be sure they are including 9 
enough hours to get the job done.  A lengthy discussion ensued about how staff budgets their time.  10 
Charlie said next year we will start the UPWP process earlier so we are not trying to get everything 11 
done in a two month time period.  Members agreed that asking the municipalities for projects in 12 
October would fit in with their municipal budget process and would get applications back to us by 13 
January.  Charlie noted that Michele and Bryan had developed a new form which really seems to 14 
help get information we need about what municipalities were requesting.  Staff will review the 15 
budget and send it to the Executive Committee prior to mailing the board packet. 16 

 17 
5.  Annual Meeting Location and Program.   Charlie noted that we are on for ECHO in their new 18 

meeting space on June 18th.  The GBIC board will be joining us, so they can also vote on the ECOS 19 
plan.  Michele noted that at a TRB workshop a graduate student had an interpretive project for the 20 
building of the interstate in Vermont and we will have this on display at the annual meeting.  The 21 
program will include election of officers, adoption of the ECOS plan, and possible service recognition 22 
awards.  When asked whether we should charge folks, it was suggested that $15 seemed 23 
reasonable.  The guest list will include CCRPC board and alternates, Congressional staff, state 24 
agencies, ECOS steering committee, GBIC.  Members discussed possible guest speakers – Art Cohn 25 
re. Lake Champlain Ferry; Steve Adams of Institute for Sustainable Communities, which is in 26 
Montpelier and perhaps he can give us a perspective about what’s happening around the country.   27 

 28 
6. Chair/Executive Director’s Report.   29 

 30 
a. CIRC alternatives.  No report. 31 
b. ECOS plan.  Charlie noted that we’re taking the comments received as of March 20th and Regina 32 

just sent out a version of the second draft to the LRPC for comments by the committee.  When 33 
asked for changes in this draft, Charlie said they’re really more clarifications.  Regina prepared a 34 
spreadsheet that contains the changes between versions and where they are in the document.  35 
The climate committee had one change to reference the state goal of 50% reduction.  (Regina 36 
will send Ed the most recent draft.)  Tuesday, April 9th is the drop dead date for edits to the 37 
second version.  The CEDS project list will be prioritized and more complete.  If board members 38 
want any changes, they need to be prepared and bring them on April 17th, as we’ll have to send 39 
a public hearing draft shortly after the meeting. 40 

c. Potential Office Relocation Opportunity.   Charlie noted that when he got here almost five years 41 
ago, Frank Cioffi and others were talking about us moving in together in downtown Burlington.  42 
Just last week, they put a contract on the building where they’re located at 60 Main Street.  43 
Frank has indicated that there will be space for us and they will be closing on the building in May 44 
2013.  Charlie gave them a list of issues – Do we fit?  We have a lot of meetings each month, is 45 
there enough meeting space.  Charlie said he really doesn’t know how our board or staff will 46 
feel.  The parking is a key issue.  He asked for Executive Committee feedback so we know how 47 
seriously we should look at this.  Lou suggested putting together a list of pros and cons.  The 48 
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large conference room on ground floor could have a room divider.  We have a drop dead date of 1 
November 1st to renew here.  We’ll have to get new lease/rent details.  Ed suggested high walls 2 
on offices rather than cubicles.  Andy asked if the space would work well enough for us.  Andrea 3 
asked why now?  Marc said the first consideration is cost; second is layout; 3rd is we are land use 4 
and transportation planners and suddenly we’re in a building with advocacy group – how will 5 
that look?  Scheduling meetings in conference room would be challenging if we share with GBIC 6 
and the Chamber.  Andy agreed that cost was top priority.  When we look at this space, we also 7 
looked downtown and we felt it wasn’t feasible.  Catherine asked about cost for parking for staff 8 
and board members and who’d pay it.  Charlie noted Chamber and GBIC lease space from a 9 
private garage next door.  Discussion continued.  It was suggested we check their meeting 10 
calendars to see how often they’re used.  Ed asked about video conferencing.  We do have the 11 
capability from our small conference room here.  Charlie got a list of questions from the staff.  12 
He feels if the two organizations located together we might have new business participation and 13 
it would also allow them access to our GIS maps.  14 

d. Charlie noted that we’ll be negotiating our contract with ACCD  and we’ll be trying to simplify it.  15 
The legislature did put in a 5% increase for regional planning for FY14.  If we don’t perform, 16 
they’ll withhold 5%. 17 

e. The VLCT board invited Charlie to talk about the planning commission consultations which we 18 
just completed. 19 

f. Charlie then updated members on several legislative bills that might be of interest. 20 
i. House 450 deals with RPC powers, which is not concerning to him but would give us 21 

authority to hold property or escrow our property. 22 
ii. Gas tax bill. 23 

iii. Designation program to clean up language for the process.  We’ll have an update at the 24 
board meeting. 25 

iv. S30 for energy siting to be done by RPCs went down the tubes.  Only one of the RPCs does 26 
energy siting.  The energy siting commission is going to come out with a recommendation to 27 
be considered in 2014.  Charlie feels we may be better off doing a study of where these 28 
structures shouldn’t be.   29 

 30 
7. April 17, 2013 Board Agenda Review.  Members reviewed the proposed agenda.  It was noted that it 31 

will be time for Board Development Committee to begin search for nominations for officers for 32 
FY14.  The Committee consists of:  Marc Landry, Chair; Catherine McMains, Andy Montroll and 33 
Sandy Dooley.  (They also need to begin review of the bylaws to recommend any changes that might 34 
be needed now that we have some experience.)  Members approved the proposed agenda. 35 

 36 
8.  Other Business.   37 

 38 
a. Marc Landry expressed concern over the Shoreline Buffer bill and wondered if the RPC should 39 

take a position.  Colchester is in the 3rd year of a $2M study to see the effect of high density 40 
development along the shoreline.  The phosphorus levels in Mallets Bay are lower than on the 41 
broad lake.  They discovered that 80% of the e.coli bacteria comes from dairy and water fowl, 42 
and there is not a farm on the waterfront.  H.526 passed last year to limit development to 250’ 43 
from shoreline of lakes or streams, but excludes agriculture, etc.  Forty eight municipalities have 44 
waterfront regulations.  Colchester has 100’ buffer in their regulations.  Charlie noted that some 45 
of the rhetoric noted that other New England states had kept their buffer regulations vs. 46 
Vermont where they were repealed in the 70’s and other states are in much better condition 47 
with water quality.  Catherine said they just heard from a consultant who said it takes a 100’ 48 
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buffer to keep cows and fields treated with manure from the water.  Andrea noted that we have 1 
a lot of regulations for large farms, but not small farms (which make up the majority in 2 
Vermont).  Discussion continued.  It was noted that nobody is against clean water, but we need 3 
to have science behind the regulations.  Charlie will prepare a 1-2 page position paper to bring 4 
to the board.  He will also check with VAPDA members about their position. 5 

b. Andrea had a question about the fact that we’re driving less miles so we drive less but we’re 6 
also driving more fuel efficient cars so the money is not coming in.  Michele said VMT (vehicles 7 
miles travelled) has flattened out.  Andrea feels we should be tracking VMT. 8 
 9 

9. Executive Session for Executive Director’s evaluation.  CATHERINE MCMAINS MADE A MOTION TO 10 
GO INTO EXECUTIVE SESSION AT 7:42 TO DISCUSS PERSONNEL MATTERS.  MARC LANDRY 11 
SECONDED AND THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 12 

 13 
Members came out of Executive Session at 8:10 p.m.  The meeting adjourned. 14 
 15 

Respectfully submitted, 16 
 17 

Bernadette Ferenc 18 



   
 
May 1, 2013 
 
Peter Keibel 
Natural Resources Board 
District #4 Coordinator 
111 West Street 
Essex Junction, VT  05452 
 
RE:  Giroux Trust/Martin’s Foods/Hannaford, Hinesburg, Application #4C0654-14 
 
Dear Mr. Keibel: 
 
The Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission’s Staff and Executive Committee have reviewed the 
Act 250 application for the construction of a new 36,000 ft2 supermarket & pharmacy store, new driveway, 
parking lot, sidewalks with municipal water and wastewater disposal services on Lot #15 of Commerce Park. 
The Project is located on Commerce Street, in Hinesburg, VT.  The project has received local approval from 
the Development Review Board, though there are appeals pending.  We offer the following comments:   
 

Municipal Plan Conformance:  
The project is located in the Village Planning Area as defined in the 2006 Chittenden County Regional 
Plan.  The 2006 Regional Plan recommends that the Village Planning Areas:  “Provide for the commercial, 
cultural, educational, employment, industrial (when compatible), institutional, and recreational needs of 
local residents and employers.”  We find that this project is in conformance with the Village Planning 
Area of the 2006 Chittenden County Regional Plan.   
 
Transportation Review: 
The Town of Hinesburg engaged the CCRPC early on in the development review process by requesting an 
assessment of the 2010 initial Traffic Impact Study (TIS) and subsequent 2011 revised drafts. As a result, 
the CCRPC Staff were able to provide comments and recommendations regarding traffic analyses and 
mitigation measures to the Town before the project entered into the Act 250 process.  A review of the 
TIS dated February 4, 2013 indicated that all our previous comments and concerns have been addressed, 
through more accurate capacity analyses and additional mitigation measures.  We are particularly 
supportive of the changes proposed at the Charlotte Road intersection and see it as a benefit to both 
pedestrians and vehicles.  At this point we have no further concerns regarding traffic, providing the 
proposed mitigation measures are carried forward.  
 

NOTE to Executive Committee – Staff is unsure whether it is appropriate or not to include this highlighted 
section. 
Supplemental Information: 
The CCRPC (along with the Addison County RPC) led a pilot project, titled Vermont 116 Culvert AOP Project, 
to incorporate aquatic organism passage (AOP) assessment and design into the planned 2012 culvert 
replacements by VTrans, preceding the 2013 paving project on Route 116.  The primary objective of this 
project was to identify structures where subtle and inexpensive design changes such as small increases to 
pipe size or re-setting of the culvert can improve aquatic organism passage so that these changes could be 
readily incorporated into planned culvert replacements. The Hannaford Act 250 application includes an 
extension to the southbound left turn lane on Route 116 from Commerce Street, and subsequent road 
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widening over Patrick Brook, and culvert lengthening.  CCRPC’s AOP pilot project reports the following on this 
culvert (identified as #6):  
• This culvert was found to be an expensive concrete structure in moderate condition.  The notes in 

Table 1b state “Hold off on this structure.  Possible road widening associated with work at Commerce 
Street.” 

• The AOP design recommendations in Table 3 are to upgrade this culvert from a 7’ wide x 4’ high box 
(existing size) to a 14’ wide x 8’ high box for “full aquatic organism passage and geomorphic 
compatibility.”   

VTrans does not have any current plans to replace this culvert.  Due to the need to widen the road for the 
left turn lane, Hannaford’s Act 250 application includes lengthening the culvert, but they are not proposing 
to widen it.  While this study does not have any official standing as part of the Regional Plan and therefore 
has no regulatory authority, we did want to make the Commission aware of the research that has been done 
on this culvert.     

 
Due to the detailed level of development review in most Chittenden County municipalities and the 
environmental permit reviews at the Department of Environmental Conservation, the CCRPC will give specific 
attention in its Act 250 reviews to the type of use and the Planning Areas section of the 2006 Chittenden 
County Regional Plan.  While there are many other topics covered in the 2006 Chittenden County Regional 
Plan, there has been significant analysis at the Regional level regarding transportation impacts.  The CCRPC 
will also focus its attention on transportation, where appropriate, in accordance with the Metropolitan 
Transportation Plan as incorporated by reference in the 2006 Chittenden County Regional Plan. 
 
These comments are based on information currently available; we may have additional comments as the 
process continues.  Please feel free to contact me should you have any questions. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Charlie Baker 
Executive Director 
 
Cc:  CCRPC Board 
       Certificate of Service 



   
 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:  Executive Committee   
FROM:  Regina Mahony, Senior Planner 
DATE: April 22, 2013 
RE:  Guidelines and Standards for Confirmation and Approval of Municipal Processes and Plans  
On behalf of the Planning Advisory Committee (PAC), please find enclosed recommended revisions 
to CCRPC’s Guidelines and Standards for Confirmation of Municipal Planning Processes and Approval 
of Municipal Plans as forwarded by the PAC on April 17, 2013. 
 
These Guidelines were last amended on November 28, 2005 and the proposed amendments 
include:  

1. Statutory requirements including the child care goal, and the economic development 
element. 

2. Addition of Appendix A, which clarifies how to determine if the Plans are meeting the goals 
and the element requirements.  The current policy includes the required elements within it, 
but was relatively silent on the goals – this makes all of the requirements more clear.  This 
will be provided to the municipalities in digital format so that it can be filled in.   

3. The Review Process is largely re-written to better explain the steps involved in the process.  
Changes include adding the PAC as the review committee, and two new steps: an initial 
review about a year or two before the plans expire; and the PAC and/or Staff will provide 
comments to the municipal PC’s for their own public hearing. 

4. The CCRPC public hearing can take place at either at PAC meeting or a CCRPC Board meeting.  
This allows for flexibility in scheduling.  For example, the PAC will always review the Plan and 
make a recommendation to the full Board, but if it is too late to warn a hearing at the PAC 
meeting, we can do it at the full Board meeting. 

5. Participation by CCRPC Board members and alternates of the surrounding Towns has been 
retained through invitation to the PAC review process.   

 
If these revisions are amenable I suggest that they be forwarded to the full Board for review and 
approval.  I apologize that I won’t be at your May 1, 2013 meeting to review these, but Charlie is 
familiar with the proposed amendments. 
 
Thank you. 

 

110 West Canal Street, Suite 202 
Winooski, Vermont 05404-2109 
802-846-4490 
www.ccrpcvt.org 
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Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission 
Guidelines and Standards for  

Confirmation of Municipal Planning Processes  
and Approval of Municipal Plans 

Adopted September 23, 2002; Amended January 13, 2003 & November 28, 2005 
 

DRAFT REVISIONS RECOMMENDED BY PAC ON APRIL 17, 2013 

Introduction 
A municipality adopts a plan in order to define the kind of community that it desires to be.  The approval of a 
municipal plan by the Regional Planning Commission supports this vision.  In Vermont, a municipality is under 
no obligation to  
 adopt a plan,  
 have its plan be approved by a Regional Planning Commission, or  
 have its municipal planning process be confirmed by a Regional Planning Commission.   
However, a municipality that elects to have its planning process be confirmed obtains these benefits (24 VSA 
4350(e)): 
 Eligibility to charge impact fees and to apply for municipal planning grants; 
 Immunity from review by the Department of Housing and Community Affairs of the municipality’s plan for 

compliance with affordable housing criteria established under 24 VSA 4351; and 
 State agency plans adopted under 3 VSA Chapter 67 must be compatible with the municipality’s approved 

plan. 

Role of the Regional Planning Commission 
Vermont law [24 VSA 4350(a)] requires each Regional Planning Commission to review the planning process of 
each of its member municipalities at least twice during an eight-year period (or more frequently at the request of 
a municipality).  This “Guidelines” document identifies the procedures and standards that the Chittenden 
County Regional Planning Commission (CCRPC) will use for approving the plans and confirming the planning 
processes of CCRPC’s member municipalities.   

Section 4350(a) establishes that CCRPC must confirm a municipal planning process that meets both of the 
following criteria: 
1) The municipality is engaged in a continuing planning process that, within a reasonable time,  

will result in a plan that is consistent with the goals of Chapter 117 [see 24 VSA 4302] and 
2) The municipality is maintaining its efforts to provide local funds for municipal and regional planning. 

Section 4350(b) additionally requires that a municipality must have its plan be approved by the Regional 
Planning Commission in order to obtain or retain confirmation of its planning process.  CCRPC shall approve a 
municipal plan if CCRPC finds that the plan meets all of these criteria: 
1) The municipal plan is consistent with the goals established in 24 VSA 4302 [CCRPC may consider if a 

municipality has a valid explanation for why its plan does not address a State goal]; 
2) The municipal plan is compatible with CCRPC’s current Regional Plan; 
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3) The municipal plan is compatible with the approved plans of other municipalities in the region; and 
4) The municipal plan contains all 10 elements required by State law [24 VSA 4382 (a) (1)-(10)].  Note: 4350 

(b) has not been revised to include the 11 elements, however it is clear within 4382 that 11 elements are now 
required. 

Definitions  
For the purposes of administering this policy, the following terms shall have the following meanings: 

Adopted Plan: A municipal plan that  
1) has been legally adopted by the local legislative body or voters, having followed the 

procedures of 24 VSA 4385,  
2) includes the 11 required elements set out in 24 VSA 4382, and  
3) is consistent with the goals set out in 24 VSA 4302. 

Approved Plan: An adopted plan that has been approved by CCRPC because CCRPC has found that the plan 
meets all of the requirements of 24 VSA 4350 (b) [the four criteria listed at the end of the 
preceding section of these “Guidelines”]. 

CCRPC: Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission. 

Compatible with: A plan is compatible with a second plan when the first plan  
1) will not significantly reduce the desired effect of the implementation of the  

second plan or  
2) includes a statement that identifies 

a) the ways that the first plan will significantly reduce the desired effect  
of the second plan,  

b) an explanation of why any incompatible portion of the first plan is essential  
to the desired effect of the plan as a whole,  

c) an explanation of why there is no reasonable alternative way to achieve  
the desired effect of the plan, and  

d) an explanation of how the first plan has been structured to mitigate  
its detrimental effects on the implementation of the second plan. 

Consistent with: A plan is consistent with the goals of 24 VSA 4302 if  
1) the plan is making substantial progress toward attainment of those goals or 
2) the planning body determines that a particular goal is not relevant or attainable (subject to 

review), in which case the planning body shall identify the goal in the plan and describe the 
situation, explain why the goal is not relevant or attainable, and indicate what measures 
should be taken to mitigate any adverse effects of not making substantial progress toward 
that goal.   

Confirmed  
Planning Process: A municipal planning process that has been confirmed by CCRPC because CCRPC has 

found that the planning process meets the requirements of 24 VSA 4350 (a). 

Municipality:  A town, city, incorporated village, or unorganized town or gore.  An incorporated village shall 
be deemed to be within the jurisdiction of a town, except to the extent that a village adopts its 
own plan and one or more bylaws either before, concurrently with, or subsequent to such 
action by the town. 
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Program: A schedule of sequenced actions that identifies information such as who is to undertake each 
action, anticipated costs, possible financing, and expected or desired outcomes. 

Guidelines for Evaluating the Municipal Plans  
Appendix A includes the goals as specified in 24 VSA 4302 with which the municipal plans must be consistent, 
and the elements as specified in 24 VSA 4382(a) which must be contained within the municipal plans.  In 
addition, Appendix A includes guidelines in question form that are intended to both assist a municipality in 
meeting these statutory requirements; and help CCRPC assess whether a municipal plan is meeting these statutory 
requirements.  There are many ways to satisfy each goal and element and a municipality should tailor the 
approaches it uses to local considerations.  CCRPC encourages each municipality to confer with CCRPC staff 
early in the planning process to review how the municipality proposes to meet the goals and elements as well as 
to request assistance from CCRPC in developing its plan. 

Materials to Submit to CCRPC when Requesting CCRPC  
to Confirm a Municipal Planning Process & Approve a Municipal Plan 
A municipality requesting CCRPC to confirm its municipal planning process and to approve the municipal plan 
needs to provide the following materials to CCRPC: 
 A letter signed by the appropriate municipal authority requesting CCRPC to consider confirmation of its 

planning process and approval of its plan (a sample letter is available from CCRPC staff); 
 A summary of the municipality’s funding over the prior five years dedicated to municipal and regional 

planning purposes; 
 A concise summary, in the format provided in Appendix A (CCRPC will make Appendix A available 

electronically), referencing the locations of statements within the municipal plan relating to how the plan: 
 Is consistent with the goals of 24 VSA 4302,  
 Is compatible with the most recent version of the Chittenden County Regional Plan, 
 Is compatible with the approved plans of adjacent municipalities (including those outside of Chittenden 

County), and 
 Contains the 11 required elements of 24 VSA 4382(a); and 

 One hardcopy and one pdf version of the plan (including maps) submitted for approval. 
 If a municipality is requesting re-approval of an existing plan, the municipality should clearly describe, 

within the review request letter, the planning process the municipality is currently engaged in for the Plan 
re-write. 

CCRPC Review Process for Confirming a Municipality’s  
Planning Process & Approving a Municipal Plan 
The general process is as follows:    

1. Initial Review – Staff will conduct informal plan reviews approximately 2 years prior to the expiration 
of each municipal plan.  Staff will share these reviews with Municipal Staff, Municipal Planning 
Commissions and the PAC. 

2. Informal Review of Draft Plan - The informal review will be initiated and proceed in one of two ways:    
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a. Informal Planning Advisory Committee Review – Municipalities are encouraged to alert the 
CCRPC well in advance of the municipal PC public hearing, in order to allow time for the PAC 
to conduct an informal review of the draft plan.  The PAC generally meets every other month, 
and will endeavor to provide feedback to the municipality at or before the municipal PC public 
hearing.  The PAC may provide a conditional recommendation for approval following this 
review, or recommend that the municipality come back for a second informal review.  The 
CCRPC Board will be cc’d on the conditional recommendation for approval.     

i. The CCRPC Commissioner and Alternate Commissioner from the municipality and 
Commissioners/Alternate Commissioners from the municipality’s neighboring 
municipalities will be invited to participate in this Informal PAC Review.  They can help 
to resolve any potential concerns of compatibility with the Regional Plan and the plans of 
neighboring municipalities.  

b. Informal Staff Review- CCRPC receives 30 day Planning Commission public hearing notice for 
Town Plan amendments.  If Step #2a does not take place, CCRPC staff will review the draft plan 
and provide an informal Staff recommendation to both the Planning Advisory Committee (PAC) 
and the municipal Planning Commission in time for their public hearing.  The CCRPC Board 
will be cc’d on the informal Staff recommendation.     

3. Formal Review & Recommendation - In accordance with 24 VSA 4385(c) the municipal request for 
approval from the RPC may be before or after adoption of the plan by the municipality, at the option of 
the municipality.  However, CCRPC would prefer if the formal request is made 120 days before the 
current municipal plan expires to aid with CCRPC review scheduling.  Upon receipt of the formal 
review request, Staff will proceed in one of two ways:  

a. Review the proposed plan against the informal PAC recommendations (from Step #2a).  Staff 
will forward the request directly to the CCRPC Board if the stipulations of the PAC’s conditional 
recommendation for approval have been met.  If the stipulations have not been met, Staff will 
schedule the formal plan review for the next available PAC meeting (and potentially hold the 
public hearing at this meeting).   

b. Review the proposed plan against the informal Staff recommendations (from Step #2b) and 
schedule the formal plan review for the next available PAC meeting (and potentially hold the 
public hearing at this meeting).  The CCRPC Commissioner and Alternate Commissioner from 
the municipality and Commissioners/Alternate Commissioners from the municipality’s 
neighboring municipalities will be invited to participate in this formal PAC Review.   

Then the PAC provides its written recommendation to CCRPC and the municipality.  If the PAC 
recommends that the plan not be approved because of deficiencies, the municipality may address that 
recommendation at the full CCRPC or agree to rectify the deficiencies and resubmit its plan. 

4. CCRPC Review, Public Hearing & Action - CCRPC will hold a public hearing (if not held under Step 
#3a or #3b) and consider the recommendation of the PAC at a regularly scheduled meeting.  Scheduling 
of this meeting will be done in consultation with the municipality.  The municipality may attend the 
CCRPC meeting and voice its positions related to the PAC’s recommendation.     

a. The CCRPC may approve or not approve the municipal plan. CCRPC must approve or 
disapprove a municipal plan or amendment within two months of CCRPC’s receipt of the plan 
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following a final hearing held by the municipality to adopt the municipal plan pursuant to 24 
VSA 4385.  

b. Pursuant to 24 VSA 4350 (f) CCRPC’s decisions to confirm a municipal planning process and to 
approve a municipal plan must be made by a majority vote of the Commissioners representing 
municipalities in accordance with CCRPC’s bylaws.   

c. If CCRPC disapproves a plan or plan amendment, it must state its reasons in writing and, if 
appropriate, suggest modifications that would be acceptable to CCRPC.  If the municipality 
requests approval of a resubmitted plan with modifications, CCRPC must give its approval or 
disapproval within 45 days.  The municipality may appeal the decision in accordance with 24 
VSA 4476.   

5. The CCRPC forwards a copy of its resolution of approval to the Department of Economic, Housing and 
Community Development and the municipal clerk. 
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Requirement Guideline Questions Yes/No Location Comments
Consistent with General Goals in Sec. 4302(b)

1

(1) To establish a coordinated, comprehensive planning process 
and policy framework to guide decisions by municipalities, 
regional planning commissions, and state agencies.

Are municipal decisions guided by a coordinated, 
comprehensive planning process and policy 
framework?

2

(2) To encourage citizen participation at all levels of the planning 
process, and to assure that decisions shall be made at the most 
local level possible commensurate with their impact.

Is citizen participation encouraged at all levels of the 
planning process?

3
(3) To consider the use of resources and the consequences of 
growth and development for the region and the state, as well as 
the community in which it takes place.

Is consideration being given to the use of resources 
and the consequences of growth and development?

4
(4) To encourage and assist municipalities to work creatively 
together to implement and develop plans.

Is the municipality working creatively together with 
other municipalities to develop and implement plans?

Requirement Guideline Questions Yes/No Location Comments
Consistent with Specific Goals in Sec. 4302(c) 

5

1. To plan development so as to maintain the historic 
settlement pattern of compact village and urban centers 
separated by rural countryside.

Do the land use patterns proposed in the Land Use 
chapter of the Plan support this goal?  If so, are 
proposed densities higher within or adjacent to 
village/downtown/growth areas?
Does the plan ensure that intensive residential 
development is encouraged primarily in areas related 
to village/downtown/growth areas?
Does the plan allow for auto-centered commercial 
uses outside of designated village/downtown/growth 
areas?
If so, are these areas that already have historic strip-
type development? Is the town making an effort to 
incorporate more multi modal land uses?
If so, is strip development limited to areas that are 
already developed as strip developments or is the 
community encouraging new strip development?
Is economic growth encouraged in locally designated 
growth areas, or employed to revitalize existing 
village and town urban centers, or both?

Appendix A, CCRPC Guidelines and Standards for Confirmation of the Municpal Planning Processes and Approval of Municipal Plans

         
         

   

6
A. Intensive residential development should be encouraged 
primarily in areas related to community centers, and strip 
development along highways should be discouraged. 
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Does the plan discuss where economic growth is to be 
located?
Are the types of uses described of a scale and type 
that they will have little or no impact on the rural 
countryside?   (such as home businesses)
Does the plan discuss the need to locate most 
municipal or public buildings within the economic 
core of the community?
Does the proposed transportation system encourage 
economic development in existing village 
centers/growth areas/downtowns?
Are public investments, including the construction or 
expansion of infrastructure, planned to reinforce the 
general character and planned growth patterns of 
the area?
Does the plan effectively discuss future infrastructure 
needs?
Does the plan effectively discuss where future 
infrastructure will be needed?
If no planned infrastructure investments are planned, 
does the plan make this clear?
Are the development patterns proposed in the land 
use chapter likely to lead to forced infrastructure 
improvements and increased services due to 
increases in density?  (such as high density 
development on rural roads)
Does the plan have an economic development 
chapter?

Does the plan discuss its position in terms of regional 
employment?  (i.e. is it an employment center, is it a 
bedroom community, etc.)
Does the plan discuss unemployment or lack thereof?

Does the plan discuss the balance of improving the 
economy  and maintaining environmental standards?

Does the plan discuss adult education?
Does the plan discuss where educational 
opportunities are and might be found?

B. Economic growth should be encouraged in locally designated 
growth areas, or employed to revitalize existing village and 
urban centers, or both.

C. Public investments, including the construction or expansion of 
infrastructure, should reinforce the general character and 
planned growth patterns of the area.

2. To provide a strong and diverse economy that provides 
satisfying and rewarding job opportunities and that maintains 
high environmental standards, and to expand economic 
opportunities in areas with high unemployment or low per 
capita incomes. 

3. To broaden access to educational and vocational training 
         

   

7

8

9
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Is the town working with the local school district or 
the community to provide educational opportunities 
in schools and in other community settings?

Is the proposed land use plan coordinated with the 
transportation network? Does it discuss the 
connection between land use and transportation 
efficiency? The following ought to be considered:
o    Access management
o    Discouraging new roads in outlying areas
Does the Transportation chapter discuss and 
encourage multi-modal transportation?
Does the Transportation chapter discuss and 
encourage public transit?
Does the Plan discuss development of transportation 
connections between smaller towns and centers of 
employment?
 In the development of the transportation system, 
does the plan use good resource management and 
minimize or reduce negative impacts to the natural 
environment?
 If the community has rail or air transportation, is it 
discussed?
 Does the community consider other modes of 
transportation when discussing expansion of 
transportation infrastructure?

13
5. To identify, protect and preserve important natural and 
historic features of the Vermont landscape, including:

Does the plan identify significant natural and fragile 
areas? (Note to planners: does the plan include 
criteria for what makes an area “significant”? Towns 
should be encouraged to move in this direction so 
that the maps and future regulations are legally 
defensible).
If identified, does the plan clearly (not vaguely) 
discuss how they should be preserved?
If identified, is land use proposed in such a fashion 
that these areas will be protected?  

(A)  significant natural and fragile areas; 

         
opportunities sufficient to ensure the full realization of the 
abilities of all Vermonters.

4. To provide for safe, convenient, economic and energy 
efficient transportation systems that respect the integrity of 
the natural environment, including public transit options and 
paths for pedestrians and bicyclers.

(A) Highways, air, rail and other means of transportation should 
be mutually supportive, balanced and integrated.

10

11

12

14
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Does the plan discuss alternative (non-regulatory) 
ways to protect these areas (other than through land 
use regulations)?
Does the plan identify outstanding water resources, 
including lakes, rivers, aquifers, shorelands and 
wetlands? (Note to planners: does the plan include 
criteria for what makes a resource “outstanding”? 
Towns should be encouraged to move in this direction 
so that the maps and future regulations are legally 
defensible).
 If identified, does the plan clearly (not vaguely) 
discuss how they should be preserved?
If identified, is land use proposed in such a fashion 
that these areas will be protected?  
Does the plan discuss alternative (non-regulatory) 
ways to protect these areas (other than through land 
use regulations)?
Does the plan identify scenic roads, waterways and 
views? (Note to planners: does the plan include 
criteria for what makes a scenic resource 
“significant”? Towns should be encouraged to move 
in this direction so that the maps and future 
regulations are legally defensible).
 If identified, does the plan clearly (not vaguely) 
discuss how they should be preserved?
If identified, is land use proposed in such a fashion 
that these areas will be protected?  
Does the plan discuss alternative (non-regulatory) 
ways to protect these areas (other than through land 
use regulations)?
 Does the plan identify historic structures, sites, or 
districts, archaeological sites and archaeologically 
sensitive areas? (Note to planners: does the plan 
include criteria for what makes a site “important”? 
Towns should be encouraged to move in this direction 
so that the maps and future regulations are legally 
defensible).
 If identified, does the plan clearly (not vaguely) 
discuss how they should be preserved?

       

(B)  outstanding water resources, including lakes, rivers, aquifers, 
shorelands and wetlands.

(C)  significant scenic roads, waterways and views; 

(D)  important historic structures sites, or districts, 
archaeological sites and archeologically sensitive areas.

15

16

17
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If identified, is land use proposed in such a fashion 
that these areas will be protected?  
Does the plan discuss alternative (non-regulatory) 
ways to protect these areas (other than through land 
use regulations)?

18
6. To maintain and improve the quality of air, water, wildlife 
and land resources. 

Is there a complete inventory/map of existing water 
resources, wildlife habitat, mineral resources and 
other land resources?  
Does the plan discuss air quality? If so, does it 
describe measures to maintain and improve its 
quality?
Does the plan discuss water quality? If so, does it 
describe measures to maintain and improve its 
quality?  Recommendation: Include watersheds - 
could be a good way to present/organize this 
information.
Does the plan discuss wildlife resources? If so, does 
the plan describe measures to maintain and improve 
its quality?
Does the plan discuss floodplain protection? If so, 
does the plan describe measures to maintain and 
improve its quality?  Recommendation: Also include 
Fluvial Erosion Hazard maps and information.
Does the proposed land use pattern maintain or 
improve the quality of the resources listed above?
Recommendation: Include reference to the All 
Hazards Mitigation Plan & Emergency Operation 
Plans.  Do these plans call for any changes that 
should be addressed in the Town Plan?
Does the town recognize the connection between 
energy, transportation and land use?
Does the energy chapter of the plan discuss energy 
efficiency and renewable energy?  Recommendation: 
Reference the VT State Residential Building Energy 
Code & the Commercial Building Energy Standards.

        
     

          
    

(A)  Vermont’s air, water, wildlife, mineral and land resources 
should be planned for use and development according to the 
principles set forth in 10 V.S.A 6086(a).

19
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Does the plan contain policies and recommendations 
that encourage energy efficiency?

Does the plan contain policies and recommendations 
that encourage the development of renewable 
energy resources?
Does the pattern of land use proposed in the 
community appear to encourage the efficient use of 
energy either through the proposed location of 
development in relation to community services, or in 
terms of lot layout and design?
Does the plan discuss recreation and identify 
important recreational areas?
Does the land use plan encourage development that 
protects or harms access to or the availability of 
recreational activities?

22
(A)  Growth should not significantly diminish the value and 
availability of outdoor recreational activities.

23
(B)  Public access to noncommercial outdoor recreational 
opportunities, such as lakes and hiking trails, should be 
identified, provided, and protected wherever appropriate.

24
9. To encourage and strengthen agricultural and forest 
industries.

Does the plan discuss agriculture and forestry?

Does the plan discuss the protection of agriculture 
and silviculture? If not, does it legitimately discuss 
why it does or cannot?
Do proposed densities of development appear to 
negatively impact the availability of workable land?

Does the plan discuss the economic value of 
agriculture and forestry?
If so, does it have viable policies and 
recommendations on how to encourage them?

27 (C)  The use of locally grown food products should be 
encouraged.

Is the availability of locally produced food 
encouraged in the plan?

28
(D)  Sound forest and agricultural management practices should 
be encouraged.

Does the plan discuss methods of 
agriculture/silviculture and their potential impact on 
the environment?

7. To encourage the efficient use of energy and the 
development of renewable energy resources.

8. To maintain and enhance recreational opportunities for 
Vermont residents and visitors.

(A)  Strategies to protect long-term viability of agricultural and 
forest lands should be encouraged and should include 
maintaining low overall density.

(B)  The manufacture and marketing of value-added agricultural 
and forest products should be encouraged. 

20

21

25

26
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29
(E)  Public investment should be planned so as to minimize 
development pressure on agriculture and forest land

Does the plan direct public investments such as roads 
and sewer systems and other infrastructure away 
from agricultural and forest land?

30

10. To provide for the wise and efficient use of Vermont’s 
natural resources and to facilitate the appropriate extraction of 
earth resources and the proper restoration and preservation of 
the aesthetic qualities of the area.

Does the plan adequately discuss the extraction of 
earth resources?

Does the plan inventory the types and costs of 
housing in the community?
Do the proposed land use patterns or public 
investments in the plan support the resident’s ability 
to have safe and affordable housing?
Does the plan adequately discuss housing and 
housing density throughout the community?

32

(A)  Housing should be encouraged to meet the needs of a 
diversity of social and income groups in each Vermont 
community, particularly for those citizens of low and moderate 
income.

Does the plan have a housing section that 
encourages low income housing and housing for the 
elderly?

33

(B)  New and rehabilitated housing should be safe, sanitary, 
located conveniently to employment and commercial centers, 
and coordinated with the provision of necessary public facilities 
and utilities. 

34
(C)  Sites for multi-family and manufactured housing should be 
readily available in locations similar to those generally used for 
single-family conventional dwellings.

Does the plan discuss accessory apartments?

Does the plan discuss the availability of health care 
and elderly services?

Does the plan discuss future public facility 
investments, or at least acknowledge that none are 
needed?
If so, does the plan discuss how these projects will be 
financed and how they will meet the needs of the 
public?
Does the plan discuss how it provides services to the 
community and whether or not they are meeting the 
community’s needs?

12. To plan for, finance and provide an efficient system of 
public facilities and services to meet future needs.

11. To ensure the availability of safe and affordable housing for 
all Vermonters. 

(D)  Accessory apartments within or attached to single family 
residences which provide affordable housing in close proximity 
to cost-effective care and supervision for relatives or disabled or 
elderly persons should be allowed. 

31

35

36
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Does the town have a Capital Improvement Plan and 
Budget outlining timing and funding for necessary 
public investments to ensure efficiency and 
coordination in their provision?

37 (A)  Public facilities and services should include fire and police 
protection, emergency medical services, schools, water supply 
and sewage and solid waste disposal.

Are fire, police, emergency medical services, schools, 
water supply, sewage and solid waste disposal 
discussed adequately in the plan?  Recommendation: 
Identify how stormwater is being managed in the 
municipality as well, use of low impact development 
practices, etc.
Does the plan ensure that high density development 
occurs only where urban public facilities and services 
exist or can be reasonably made available?

Does the plan discuss growth in relation to the 
provision of services and facilities adequately?  
Does the plan speak clearly about how growth might 
impact these services and facilities?  
Does the plan discuss how they will control growth in 
a manner that allows them to phase upgrades in 
facilities and the expansion of services at a rate that 
is sustainable?
Within the childcare element of the plan, is there a 
discussion about the availability of childcare related 
to the needs of the community?  Note: Child Care 
Resource can be a good source of data.
Does the plan discuss how the town can make 
childcare more available?

Requirement Guideline Questions Yes/No Location Comments
Contains 11 Required Elements in Sec. 4382(a)

40

1. A statement of objectives, policies and programs of the 
municipality, to guide the future growth and development of 
land, public services and facilities, and to protect the 
environment.

           
       

(B)  The rate of growth should not exceed the ability of the 
community and the area to provide facilities and services.

13. To ensure the availability of safe and affordable child care 
and to integrate child care issues into the planning process, 
including child care financing, infrastructure, business 
assistance for child care providers, and child care work force 
development. 

38

39
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Does the plan include future and prospective land 
uses - both descriptions and locations on a map? 

Does the plan collectively indicate appropriate timing 
or sequence of land development in relation to 
facilities and services?

Does the plan include an inventory of existing roads 
and other transportation facilities?
If relevant, does the plan indicate the transportation 
problems in the community and the relative 
seriousness of those problems?
If relevant, does the plan include possible solutions 
that the community can work toward, as specified by 
this element?
Is the plan consistent with the currently adopted 
Metropolitan Transportation Plan?
Does the plan indicate the location, character, and 
capacity of existing community facilities and public 
utilities as referenced in this element? 

Does the plan describe how changes in population 
will affect the need for services and facilities, 
indicating the priority of need? 
Does the plan indicate the recommended prospective 
facilities to meet future needs, indicating their 
estimated costs and methods of financing?

2. A LAND USE PLAN, consisting of a MAP and statement 
present and prospective land use, indicating those areas 
proposed for forests, recreation, agriculture, (using 6 VSA 
Section 8),  residence, commerce, industry, public and semi-
public uses and open spaces reserved for flood plain, wetland 
protection, or other conservation purposes; and setting forth 
the present and prospective location, amount, intensity and 
character of such land uses and the appropriate timing or 
sequence of land development activities in relation to the 
provision of necessary community facilities and services.

3. A TRANSPORTATION PLAN, consisting of a MAP and a 
statement of present and prospective transportation and 
circulation facilities showing existing and proposed highways 
and streets by type and character of improvement, and where 
pertinent, parking facilities, transit routes, terminals, bicycle 
paths and trails, scenic roads, airports, railroads and port 
facilities, and other similar facilities or uses, with indications of 
priority of need.

4. A UTILITY AND FACILITY PLAN, consisting of a MAP and 
statement of present and prospective community facilities and 
public utilities showing existing and proposed educational, 
recreational and other public sites, buildings and facilities, 
including hospitals, libraries, power generating plants and 
transmission lines, water supply, sewage disposal, refuse 
disposal, storm drainage and other similar facilities and 
activities, and recommendations to meet future needs for 
community facilities and services, with indications of priority of 
need, costs and methods of financing.

41

42

43
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44

5. A statement of policies on the PRESERVATION of rare and 
irreplaceable natural areas, scenic and historic FEATURES AND 
RESOURCES.

Does the plan include one or more policy statements 
that document the community’s commitment to take 
steps to ensure the preservation of the rare and 
irreplaceable features and resources in keeping with 
the goals of 24 VSA 4302?  Recommendation: Include 
features from surrounding municipalities on your 
natural resource maps (and other maps if it makes 
sense to)?
Does the plan include statements and maps that 
collectively indicate the location, character and 
capacity of existing and prospective educational 
facilities?
Does the plan describe the ability of the local public 
school systems to meet the needs of children and 
adults, with specific reference to attendance trends, 
school facilities, and future needs?

While not required, it is encouraged that this element 
be written in conjunction with local school boards.

Does the plan include statements that identify 
programs the municipality expects to use to address 
the objectives in the plan?
When known funding, timeframe and responsible 
party can be helpful within the implementation 
element.

47

8. A statement indicating how the plan relates to development 
trends and plans for ADJACENT MUNICIPALITIES, areas and the 
REGION developed under Title 24.

Does the plan include statements that collectively 
indicate that the municipality examined and 
considered development trends for the municipality, 
adjacent municipalities and the region?
Does the plan include an analysis of energy resources, 
needs, scarcities, costs and problems within the 
municipality?

Does the plan include an energy conservation policy 
and programs to implement that policy?

Does the plan include a policy on the development 
and use of renewable energy resources?

6. An EDUCATION FACILITIES PLAN consisting of a MAP and a 
statement of present and projected uses and the local public 
school system.

7. A recommended program for the IMPLEMENTATION of the 
objectives of the development plan.

9. An ENERGY PLAN, including an analysis of energy resources, 
needs, scarcities, costs and problems within the municipality, a 
statement of policy on the conservation of energy, including 
programs, such as thermal integrity standards for buildings, to 
implement that policy, a statement of policy on the 
development of renewable energy resources, a statement of 

            
  

48

45

46
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Does the plan include a policy on how future 
development in the municipality can support energy 
conservation — both in terms of individual buildings 
and general land use patterns?

Does the plan include an inventory of the existing 
housing stock that identifies the number of housing 
units in each major type of housing in the community 
based on recent data?
Does the plan compare the existing housing stock 
with recent population trends (such as changes in 
total population, households, and household size?
Does the plan assess the ability of municipal residents 
to reasonably afford safe, well-constructed, and 
efficient housing?
Does the plan identify progress and/or 
implementation steps toward Regional Plan 
strategies and actions regarding housing?  (NOTE: 
this will not come into effect until the new Regional 
Plan (aka ECOS Plan) is adopted)

50

11. An ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT that describes 
present economic conditions and the location, type and scale 
of desired economic development, and identifies policies, 
projects, and programs necessary to foster economic growth.

Does the plan identify present economic conditions 
and the location, type and scale of desired economic 
development, and identifies policies, projects, and 
programs necessary to foster economic growth?

Requirement Guideline Questions Yes/No Location Comments

51 Planning areas
52 Goals and strategies

Requirement Guideline Questions Yes/No Location Comments

53 Land use
54 Goals and objectives

Requirement Guideline Questions Yes/No Location Comments
Confirm planning process, Chap 117, Sec 4350(a)

55 1. Continuing planning process resulting in approved plan

56 2. Maintaining efforts to provide local funds for municipal & 
regional planning

10. A HOUSING ELEMENT that shall include a recommended 
program for addressing low and moderate income persons' 
housing needs as identified by the regional planning 
commission pursuant to Section 4348a (a) (9) of Title 24.

Compatible with Plans in other municipalities, Chap 117, Sec 4350(b)(1)(C)

Compatible with the Current Regional Plan, Chap 117, Sec 4350(b)(1)(B)

          
         

         
         
         

        
policy on patterns and densities of land use likely to result in 
conservation of energy

49



   
 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:        CCRPC Executive Committee 
FROM:  Forest Cohen, CCRPC Business Manager 
DATE:    April 24, 2013 
RE:         Administrative Procedures/Personnel/Procurement Policy Updates 
On November 6, 2012, US EPA Region 1’s Grants Office conducted an advanced monitoring desk review of 
the CCRPC’s administrative and financial management systems, particularly as they related to CCRPC’s EPA 
Brownfields assistance agreements.  The desk audit was conducted via conference call, and reviewed 
materials that had been submitted prior.  Forest Cohen and Julie Potter participated in the call, with Valerie 
Marshall from EPA Region 1 conducting the review.   
 
While the review found that the CCRPC had “sufficient procedures in place,” it was found that some written 
procedures needed to be amended to ensure all practices are included in written procedures.  In other 
words, it was determined that CCRPC was executing sufficient practices and procedures, but had not 
documented all of these practices and procedures.  As such, recommendations specific to these policy 
amendments were provided.  The entire Administrative Desk Review report from EPA is appended to this 
memo, but the four “Required Actions” on the final page provide the most efficient check list for reviewing 
the subsequent updates provided in the packet.  Valerie Marshall was gracious enough to provide resource 
materials of sample policy language believed to be exemplary, and those resources were used in crafting the 
policy amendments whenever possible.   
 
The recommended policy updates were needed to the Administrative Procedures Policy, the Personnel Policy 
Manual, and the Procurement Procedures and Self-Certification document.  Excerpts from each of these 
documents with the proposed amendments tracked are included.  Valerie Marshall has been provided a copy 
of the policy changes and will have had a chance to provide feedback by the time the meeting occurs.   
 
“Required Actions” number 2 from the final page (9) of the Administrative Desk Review report refers to 
changes needed in the Administrative Procedures Policy.  The amendments refer to requirements related to 
Federal grant awards.  Pages 4 through 7 of the Administrative Procedures Policy are presented with a new 
section titled Federal Awards.  It is staff’s opinion that the Federal Award section language satisfies “Required 
Action” number 2 of EPA’s report, and recommends that the Executive Committee adopt the changes. 
 
“Required Actions” number 3 refers to the Personnel Policy Manual, and is concerned with timesheet 
preparation.  A timesheet preparation section has been added to the policy manual on page 11, excerpted 
and presented here.   It is staff’s opinion that the timesheet preparation section language satisfies “Required 
Action” number 3 of EPA’s report, and recommends that the Executive Committee adopt the changes. 
 
“Required Actions” number 4 refers to the Procurement Procedures and Self-Certification document.   
Changes appear on pages 3, 4, and 5, and those pages are excerpted and presented here.   It is staff’s opinion 
that the added language to the Procurement Procedures and Self-Certification document satisfies “Required 
Action” number 4 of EPA’s report, and recommends that the Executive Committee adopt the changes. 
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Background 
 

On November 6, 2012, US EPA Region 1’s Grants Office conducted an advanced 

monitoring desk review of the Chittenden County regional Planning Commission’s (the 

Commission) administrative and financial management systems. 

 

The desk review was conducted by Valerie Marshall at US EPA Region 1 Office located 

at 5 Post Office Square, Boston MA via a telephone conference call with the 

Commission. Forest Cohen, the Business Manager for the Commission and Julie Potter, 

the Senior Planner for the Commission participated in the conference call.   

The Commission is an inter-municipal organization that was awarded a Brownfield’s 

Assistance Agreement.  This assistance agreement was awarded to the Commission to 

provide funding to cleanup a Brownfields site in Chittenden County, VT.  Brownfields 

are real property, the expansion, development or reuse of which may be complicated by 

the presence or potential presence of a hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant.  

At the time of the desk review, the Commission had one active EPA assistance agreement 

that had a project start date of 10/1/2008. The amount of the grant award is for $400,000.  
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Objective, Scope & Methodology  

 The review objectives were to assess the effectiveness of the recipient’s control and 

accountability of EPA grant funds, as well as determine if the recipient’s administrative 

and financial management systems meet the requirements of the applicable Code of 

Federal Regulations (CFR), Office of Management and Budget (OMB) cost principles, 

and terms and conditions of the agreements.  The review was a limited scope 

administrative and financial examination of the recipient’s management of EPA grant 

awards.  The recipient was randomly selected for review as part of EPA’s statistical 

sampling for calendar year 2012.   

At the time of the desk review, the following requests for reimbursement were reviewed. 

Support documentation for the  requested reimbursement of funds by the Commission 

were examined including detailed accounting records with budgets, payroll, fringe 

benefits, travel, and supply charges along with timesheets, executed agreements, travel 

vouchers and invoices to support the claimed costs.  MBE/WBE utilization reports (5700-

52A) and current Indirect Cost Rates was documented. 

 

Grant No. 
Total EPA 

Award Amount 

Total $ 

requested 

during 

Review 

Period 

Reimbursement 

Request Tested 

Questioned 

Costs 

Un-allowed 

Costs 
Notes 

BF96131101 $400,000  $102,670.12   $1,469.83 -0- -0-   

        $1,014.48 -0- -0-   

        $2,244.49 -0- -0-   

Total 
  

 $4,728,80 -0- -0- 
 

 

The R1 Grants Office conducted the advanced monitoring based on the recipients 

response to the Limited Scope Administrative and Financial Review Questionnaire and 

submission of supporting documentation for the aforementioned three financial requests 

for reimbursement. An understanding of the accounting system, operating procedures, 

and internal controls over funds receipt, funds disbursement and financial reporting was 

acquired by reviewing and examining the following items.  

 

The Official grant files for the above referenced Assistance Agreement were reviewed 

including but not limited to the following documentation: the SF-424 application, grant 

award and amendment(s) budgets, outlays, matching funds, financial reports, general 

correspondence, project income, work plans, progress reports and MBE/WBE reports. 

 

The following written procedures were submitted by Commission for this compliance 

review: 

 Administrative Procedures Policy; 

 Procurement Procedures and Self-Certification; and, 

 Personnel Policy Manual 
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Review Results 

The objective of this review was to assess the effectiveness of the Commission’s internal 

financial and administrative controls and determine if the Commission’s administrative 

and financial management systems met the requirements outlined in the applicable Code 

of Federal Regulations (CFR), Office of Management and Budget (OMB) cost principles, 

and the terms and conditions of the EPA assistance agreements.  

 

An understanding of the accounting system, operating procedures, and internal controls 

over funds receipt, funds disbursement and financial reporting was acquired by reviewing 

and examining the written procedures submitted by the Commission and discussing the 

Commission’s procedures during the desk review. It appeared that the Commission has 

sufficient procedures in place; however, the Commission does need to amend some of the 

written procedures to ensure that all practices are included in the written procedures.  

 

The R1 Grants Office used the primary criteria 40 CFR, Part 31, “Uniform 

Administrative Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements to States, Local 

Governments, and Indian Tribes;” 2 CFR, Part 225, “Cost Principles for States, Local 

Governments, and Indian Tribes Non-Profits;” and the relevant terms and conditions in 

the EPA agreements to conduct this review.  

 

Below is a list of the areas where the Commission may need to revise its current written 

procedures to ensure that all procedures are identified. The recommendations listed 

below mirror the sections of the Limited Scope Administrative and Financial Review 

Questionnaire that was used for conducting the Assistance Agreement Desk Review.  

 

I. Accounting and Financial Management: 

Based on the submittal of the Commission’s Administrative Procedures Policy, the 

recipient was found to have sufficient written policies and procedures in place that 

documented the organizations financial and administrative policies and procedures for 

obtaining grant funds for program expenditures including responsibilities, reviews, 

authorizations, approvals, budgets,  payments, requesting/receiving revenues, reconciling 

accounts, and record retention. 

However, the desk review revealed that there are a number of procedures that the 

recipient follows but the recipient does not have written procedures developed the 

procedures. In particular, the following findings were noted as a result of this desk 

review. 

Finding 1: The recipient does not have written procedures for comparison of 

outlays to budgeted amounts of each assistance agreement award.  

Finding 2: The recipient does not have written procedures to ensure that costs 

charged to EPA grants are reasonable, allocable, allowable and that financial 

reports are issued as required.  
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Criteria: Pursuant to 40 CFR section 31.20(b) the financial management 

system of the recipient are required to have records that identify the source 

and application of funds and have sufficient internal controls to adequately 

safeguard that funds are used solely for authorized purposes. 

Recommendation: The recipient should develop accounting 

policy/procedures /manual that describes how and when the organization 

gets federal funds, what it does with them, how it keeps federal funds in 

separate accounts, how they are distributed, who reviews and distributes 

them, how invoices and billings are processed, what accounts the billings 

are charged to, and who determines what charges are applicable and 

allowable to the grant project.  Measures should be developed to ensure 

that the grant funds are tracked separately, that grant allowable costs are 

tracked separately from unallowed costs, and that the costs apply 

exclusively to the project and approved scope of work. The policy should 

include but not be limited to the following procedures:  

 Identifying source and application of funds; 

 Control and accountability of funds and property; 

 Comparison outlays with budgeted amounts; 

 Minimizing time between receiving federal funds and issuing 

payments; and, 

 Procedures to determine reasonableness, allocability and allowability 

of costs. 

 

Finding 3: The recipient does not have procedures for registering and updating 

information in the System for Award Management (SAM), previously was the 

Central Contractor Registration system (CCR) System, or for reporting and 

updating information for sub-recipients receiving $25,000 or more in assistance in 

the Federal Funding Accountability & Transparency Act Subaward Reporting 

System (FSRS). 
 

Criteria: Pursuant to 2 CFR Part 170 all grant recipients are required to 

register and update information annually in the System for Award 

Management (SAM). Grantees are also required to report and update 

information for sub-recipients receiving $25,000 or more in assistance in 

the Federal Funding Accountability & Transparency Act Subaward 

Reporting System (FSRS).  

 

Recommendation: Develop and implement written policy that outlines 

the procedures for how the Commission will register and who will be 

responsible for updating information in the SAM system on an annual 

basis and ensuring that it has a DUNS number. The policy should also 

include a policy for who will be responsible for reporting and updating 

information for sub recipients receiving $25,000 or more in assistance in 

the Federal Funding Accountability & Transparency Act Subaward 

Reporting System (FSRS). The Commission should ensure that all the 
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time frames for when the reporting is required complies with the FFATA 

reporting requirements found at 2 CFR part 170.   

II. Payroll: The Personnel Policy Manual submitted by the Commission addressed 

job classification, job descriptions, and hours of work, payroll, recording time, leave, 

benefits, and wages. However, the Personnel Policy Manual was found to be lacking 

some of the required procedures in order to properly track hours worked on federal 

projects.  

In particular, the following finding was noted as a result of this desk review. 

Finding: The Commission’s procedures did not include a policy requiring 

employees to record actual hours worked on each project whether federally 

funded or not, to identify actual hours worked away from the office (travel, 

teleworking, or other special circumstances) on time sheets, or whether salaries, 

wages, and benefits are applied consistently to both federally and non-federally 

funded projects for the same labor categories. 

Criteria: 2 CFR Part 225, Appendix B-Section 8 outlines the required 

documentation for personnel that are compensated from federal awards. 

Recommendation: The recipient should refer to 2 CFR Part 225, 

Appendix B-Section 8 that outlines what the requirements are for proper 

documentation for compensation of employees from federal awards 

including fringe and benefits. The procedure developed should consist of a 

method of tracking and approving time and attendance (timesheets) that 

includes how the recipient will track direct hours spent and charged to the 

grant project. The policy should discuss tracking project costs 

appropriately, tracking contributing or matching costs to the project by the 

Commission if appropriate, and how an employee that is working on 

multiple projects will track their time separately based on the grant 

project.  The policy should describe how the Commission applies salaries, 

wages and benefits to both federally and non-federally funded project for 

similar labor categories.  

III. Travel: Travel: There were no findings with regard to the Commission’s Travel 

Procedures that are included in the Personnel Policy Manual. The procedures met the 

requirements of 2 CFR Part 225, Appendix B- Section 43. 

 

IV. Equipment: There were no findings with regard to the Commission’s Equipment 

procedures. The Commission does not purchase equipment with Federal funds. 

 

V. Procurement: The written procurement policies and procedures submitted by the 

Commission were very well written procedures that addressed standards of conduct 

that address potential conflict of interests or disciplinary actions for any individuals 

engaged in conducting and administering contracts or subawards, cost thresholds and 
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the procurement authorization, solicitation for goods and services, competitive 

bidding requirements, sole source justifications, review of lease vs. purchase 

alternatives when appropriate, perform and document cost or price analysis for all 

procurements, when conducting solicitations bidders use must positive efforts to use 

small, disadvantaged,and minority owned firms when possible, review and approval 

process for supplies, equipment, good and services on the basis of need and cost 

effectiveness.  

The desk review only identified a few minor procedures that should be added to the 

Commission’s Procurement Procedures and Self-Certification Policy.  

Finding 1:  The recipient’s Procurement Procedures and Self-Certification Policy did 

not provide for a requirement that when conducting solicitations bidders must meet a 

preference to conserving natural resources and the environment. 

Finding 2: The recipient’s Procurement Procedures and Self-Certification Policy did 

not provide for a provision that no contract or sub-award will be entered into with 

parties that are debarred, suspended or excluded from the Federal assistance program 

or provisions in the contract or agreement for termination and Federal access to 

contract records. 

Criteria: Sections 40 CFR Parts 30.41 through 30.48 set forth standards for use 

by recipients in establishing procedures for the procurement of supplies and other 

expendable property, equipment, real property and other services with Federal 

funds. These standards ensure that such materials and services are obtained in an 

effective manner and in compliance with the provisions of applicable Federal 

statutes and Executive Orders. 

Recommendation: Amend the current Procurement Procedures and Self –

Certification Policy to include the following: 

 Written procurement procedures requiring to the extent practicable and 

economically feasible, for products and services that conserve natural 

resources and protect the environment and are energy efficient. (40 CFR 

30.44(vi.) 

 Provision that the Commission will not enter into contracts with parties that 

have been debarred suspended or excluded from Federal assistance programs 

per 2 CFR part 180 and part 1532.  

 Provision in the contract or agreement for termination and Federal access to 

contract records.  

VI. Disadvantaged Business Enterprise: There were no findings with regard to the 

procedures developed by the Commission to ensure that good faith efforts are made 

to solicit and use Small Businesses, Minority Owned Firms, Women’s Business 

Enterprises, and Labor Surplus Areas when procuring construction, equipment, 

services and supplies. The Procurement Procedure and Self-Certification Policy fully 

complied with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 33.  
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VII. Recipient Match: The Commission does not have a match, cost sharing or in-kind 

costs requirement for its EPA’s Assistance Agreements. 

 

 

VIII. Program Income: The Commission will not generate program income with           

          EPA’s Assistance Agreements. 

 

IX. Transaction Testing: Supporting documents for requesting reimbursement of EPA 

funds by the Commission were examined including detailed accounting records with 

budgets, payroll, fringe benefits, and travel, along with timesheets, executed 

agreements, travel vouchers and invoices to support the claimed costs.  Based on the 

review of these documents, no questioned costs were identified. 

 

 

Required Actions: Based on this review, the Commission needs to do the following: 

1. Amend the Limited Scope Administrative and Financial Review Questionnaire by 

checking yes to questions 9 and 36. 

 

2. Amend the Administrative Procedures Policy to include the following:  

a. procedures for comparing outlays to budgeted amounts of each assistance 

agreement; 

b. procedures to ensure that costs charged to EPA grants are reasonable, allocable, 

allowable and that financial reports are issued as required; 

c. policy for registering and updating information in SAM; and, 

d. policy for reporting subawards in the FSRS. 

 

3. Amend the Personnel Policy Manual to include the following:  

a. policy for requiring employees to record on time sheets actual hours worked on 

each project whether federally funded or not. 

 

4. Amend the Procurement Procedures and Self-Certification to include the following: 

a. procurement procedures requiring to the extent practicable and economically 

feasible, for products and services that conserve natural resources and protect the 

environment and are energy efficient; 

b. procedures so the Commission will  not enter into contracts with parties that have 

been debarred, suspended or excluded from Federal assistance programs; and, 

c. a requirement that a provision be included in contracts or agreements for 

termination and Federal access to contract records.  
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All bills are reviewed as they come in the mail by the Business Manager.  Vendor invoices 
which are for a particular project (project consultant invoices) are reviewed by the Project 
Manager for that project for approval before passing to the Business Manager.  
 
Payables are prepared as necessary: 
 

• Invoices are thoroughly reviewed by the Business Manager to note the dates of services 
performed and invoices are recorded based on the dates services are performed.   

• Invoices are noted to ensure billing to the correct accounts.  The Executive Director 
reviews invoices for dates services performed, payment amounts, and proper account 
assignment, and approves all invoices to be paid.  Vendor invoices are entered into 
QuickBooks by the Business Manager. 

• Vendor invoice dates are noted to ensure expenses are incurred in the proper timeframe. 
• Vendor invoices are paid by the Business Manager within QuickBooks, and checks are 

generated by QuickBooks. 
• A limited number of vendor payments are executed online.  In those cases the Executive 

Director signs off on the vendor invoice.  The Business Manager executes the payment 
online.  The Business Manager monitors the checking account register online and notes 
the payment coming out of the checking account.  A copy of the checking account 
register with the payment shown is generated and attached to the approved vendor 
invoice.  The documentation is placed in the appropriate vendor file or binder. 

• Checks are signed by the Executive Director except when checks are equal to or in excess 
of $5,000, when they require additional signatures (see Accounts section).  In the rare 
case the Executive Director or Assistant/MPO Director are not available the Chair, Vice 
Chair, and Secretary/Treasurer are signers on CCRPC bank accounts. 

• The Business Manager mails checks. 
• The Business Manager files the check stubs with copies of the invoice in the vendor 

files.  If applicable, copies will also be placed in the appropriate contract file. 
 

FEDERAL AWARDS 
 
Charging Costs to Federal Awards 

It is the policy of the CCRPC that only costs that are reasonable, allowable and allocable to a 
Federal award shall be charged to that award directly or indirectly. All unallowable costs 
shall be appropriately segregated from allowable costs in the general ledger in order to assure 
that unallowable costs are not charged to Federal awards. 
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Segregating Unallowable From Allowable Costs 

The following steps shall be taken to identify and segregate costs that are allowable and 
unallowable with respect to each federal award: 
 
1. The budget and grant or contract for each award shall be reviewed for costs specifically 
allowable or unallowable. 
 
2. Accounting personnel shall be familiar with the allowability of costs provisions of 
OMB Circular A-122, "Cost Principles for Non-Profit Organizations", particularly: 
 

a. The list of specifically unallowable costs found in Attachment B (Selected Items of 
Cost), such as alcoholic beverages, bad debts, contributions, fines and penalties, 
lobbying, etc. 
b. Those costs requiring advance approval from Federal agencies in order to be allowable 
in accordance with Attachment B, such as foreign travel, equipment purchases, etc. 

 
3. No costs shall be charged directly to any Federal award until the cost has been determined to 
be allowable under the terms of the award and/or OMB Circular A-122. 
 
4. All items of miscellaneous income or credits, including the subsequent write-offs of uncashed 
checks, rebates, refunds, and similar items, shall be reflected for grant accounting purposes as 
reductions in allowable expenditures if the credit relates to charges that were originally charged 
to a Federal award or to activity associated with a Federal award. The reduction in expenditures 
shall be reflected in the year in which the credit is received (i.e. if the purchase that results in the 
credit took place in a prior period, the prior period shall not be amended for the credit.) 
 
Criteria for Allowabilitv 

It is the policy of the CCRPC that all costs must meet the following criteria in order to be treated 
as allowable direct or indirect costs under a Federal award: 

1. The cost must be "reasonable" for the performance of the award, considering the following 
factors: 

a. Whether the cost is of a type that is generally considered as being necessary for the 
operation of the organization, or the performance of the award; 
b. Restraints imposed by such factors as generally accepted sound business practices, 
arm's length bargaining, Federal and state laws and regulations, and the terms and 
conditions of the award; 
c. Whether the individuals concerned acted with prudence in the circumstances; 
d. Consistency with established policies and procedures of the CCRPC, deviations from 
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which could unjustifiably increase the costs of the award. 
 
2. The cost must be "allocable" to an award by meeting one of the following criteria: 

a. The cost is incurred specifically for a Federal award; 
b. The cost benefits both the Federal award and other work, and can be distributed in 
reasonable proportion to the benefits received; or 
c. The cost is necessary to the overall operation of the CCRPC, but, where a direct 
relationship to any particular program or group of programs cannot be demonstrated. 

 
3. The cost must conform to any limitations or exclusions of OMB Circular A-122 or the 
Federal award itself. 
 
4. Treatment of costs must be consistent with policies and procedures that apply to both 
federally financed activities and other activities of the Organization. 
 
5. Costs must be consistently treated over time. 
 
6. The cost must be determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. 
 
7. Costs may not be included as a cost of any other federally financed program in the current or 
prior periods. 
 
8. The cost must be adequately documented. 
 
Cost Sharing and Matching 

It is the policy of CCRPC to value contributed services that are to be used to meet a cost sharing 
or matching requirement at their fair market values at the time of contribution, unless award 
documents or Federal agency regulations identify specific values to be used. 
Claim contributions as meeting a cost sharing or matching requirement of a Federal award only 
if all of the following criteria are met: 
 
1. They are verifiable from records. 
 
2. They are not included as contributions for any other federally assisted project or program. 
 
3. They are necessary and reasonable for proper and efficient accomplishment of project or 
program objectives. 
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4. They are allowable under OMB Circular A-122. 
 
5. They are not paid by the Federal government under another award, except where authorized 
by Federal statute to be used for cost sharing or matching. 
 
6. They are provided for in the approved budget when required by the Federal-awarding agency. 
 
7. They conform to all provisions of OMB Circular A-110. 
 
8. In the case of donated space, the space is subject to an independent appraisal or market survey 
to establish its value. 
 
It is the policy of CCRPC to require volunteers to document and account for their contributed 
time. 

General Procedures 

Outlays for Federal grant programs are tracked by CCRPC’s accounting system.  Outlays and 
Federal grant budgets are continuously monitored and reconciled.  Drawdowns of Federal cash 
are limited to the needs of the Federal Grant.  Payments related to Federal assistance agreements 
to subrecipients and contractors shall be made as soon as reasonably possible following receipt 
of Federal cash. 

Required Reports 

Periodic reports must be submitted to the Federal authorities. These reports are submitted on 
forms provided by the authorities as required. 
 
Reporting Systems 

Federal award recipients are required to register and update information in the System for Award 
Management (SAM).  CCRPC will maintain its SAM registration annually, and update 
information as needed.  The Business Manager will be responsible for maintaining current and 
accurate SAM registration. 
 
The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act (FFATA) requires prime awardees to 
report information on their subrecipients receiving $25,000 or more in federal funds in the 
Federal Funding Accountability & Transparency Act Subaward Reporting System (FSRS).  
CCRPC will report information on subrecipients receiving $25,000 or more of federal funds in 
FSRS.  The Business Manager will report subrecipient information into FSRS as necessary. 
 

 



 

CCRPC Personnel Manual 11 

evaluation form and is expected to sign it. If the employee refuses to sign it, the Executive Director 
will write on the document -- with the employee present -- that the Executive Director reviewed this 
document with the employee, asked the employee to sign it, and that the employee refused. 

5. When the goals and action plan for the next year have been agreed upon, the employee is expected 
to sign that document as well.   

 
After all of the reviews are completed and the budget has been adopted, the Executive Director will notify 
each employee of any salary changes or other actions. 

Preparation of Timesheets 
Timesheets shall be prepared in accordance with the following guidelines: 

1. Each timesheet shall reflect all hours worked during the pay period (time actually spent on the job 
performing assigned duties);  

2. Time is recorded on a CCRPC approved timesheet; 

3. Timesheets are submitted at least monthly; 

4. Compensated absences (PTO, bereavement, etc.) should be clearly identified as such; 

5. Timesheets shall be signed by the employee prior to submission. 

Completed timesheets are reviewed and approved by the Executive Director or Assistant/MPO Director. 
The Executive Director’s timesheet is reviewed and approved by the Chair.   

CCRPC timesheets provide the ability to record time for each project and administrative activity 
exclusively and precisely.  Time will be recorded and allocated to every project and administrative 
activity exactly as it occurs.   Timesheet records form the basis of project cost tracking for staff time.  
Costs will be assigned to projects consistently, and according to binding agreements, with no agreement 
overriding requirements set forth in 2 CFR Part 225, Appendix B-Section 8 as it relates to documentation 
for personnel compensated from federal awards.   

Compensatory Time 

Non-Exempt Employees 
Employees classified as non-exempt may receive 1½ hours compensatory time for each hour worked in 
excess of 40 in any one workweek as an option in lieu of overtime pay.  The Executive Director makes 
the final determination after discussion with the employee.  Employees required to work more than eight 
hours on a given day may be required to work less than eight hours on another day during the same week 
to avoid working an excess of 40 hours during one week.  Under the FLSA, Compensatory Time can be 
accumulated up to 240 hours. Any compensatory time balance on the books as of the final pay period of 
the fiscal year will be paid to the employee at his or her current rate of pay.  An employee leaving the 
employment of CCRPC shall be reimbursed for any unused compensatory hours remaining at the 
employee’s current rate of pay at the time of separation.  Compensatory time may be taken at any time 
subject to the advance approval of the Executive Director. 

Exempt Employees 
CCRPC may require professional, administrative and executive employees in positions classified as 
exempt to work longer days or workweeks than the minimum workdays and workweeks normally 
required.  The salary paid to an exempt employee compensates the employees for all hours worked 
(including at meetings held other than during regular business hours and any necessary hours over 80 
hours per pay period).  However, exempt employees who work hours beyond the minimum work days 
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CHITTENDEN COUNTY REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION 
PROCUREMENT PROCEDURES AND SELF-CERTIFICATION 

 
1.0 Purpose and Authority 
 
The purpose of this document is to describe the process through which the Chittenden County 
Regional Planning Commission (CCRPC) will execute capital purchases and procure consultant 
services. These policies and procedures have been developed in accordance with Title 49 Code 
of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 18 Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and 
Cooperative Agreements to State and Local Governments and Vermont Agency of 
Administration Bulletin 3.5 – Contracting Procedures for Services.  
 
2.0 General Procurement 
 

 CCRPC will maintain a contract administration system which ensures that contractors 
perform in accordance with the terms, conditions, and specifications of their contracts or 
purchase orders. 

 CCRPC will maintain a written code of standards of conduct governing the performance 
of their employees, officers, Board Members and all others engaged in the award and 
administration of contracts (see Appendix A).  

 CCRPC procedures will provide for a review of proposed procurements to avoid 
purchase of unnecessary or duplicative items. Consideration should be given to 
consolidating or breaking out procurements to obtain a more economical purchase. 
Where appropriate, an analysis will be made of lease versus purchase alternatives, and 
any other appropriate analysis to determine the most economical approach. 

 To foster greater economy and efficiency, CCRPC will endeavor to enter into State and 
local intergovernmental agreements for procurement or use of common goods and 
services. 

 CCRPC will endeavor to use Federal excess and surplus property in lieu of purchasing 
new equipment and property whenever such use is feasible and reduces project costs. 

 CCRPC will make awards only to responsible contractors possessing the ability to 
perform successfully under the terms and conditions of a proposed procurement. 
Consideration will be given to such matters as contractor integrity, compliance with 
public policy, record of past performance, and financial and technical resources. 

 CCRPC will maintain records sufficient to detail the significant history of a procurement. 
These records will include, but are not necessarily limited to the following: rationale for 
the method of procurement, selection of contract type, contractor selection or rejection, 
and the basis for the contract price.  Federal agencies will have access to contract records 
as appropriate.   
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 CCRPC will use time and material type contracts only after a determination that no other 
contract is suitable, and if the contract includes a ceiling price that the contractor exceeds 
at its own risk. 

 CCRPC alone will be responsible, in accordance with good administrative practice and 
sound business judgment, for the settlement of all contractual and administrative issues 
arising out of procurements. These issues include, but are not limited to source 
evaluation, protests, disputes, and claims. These standards do not relieve CCRPC of any 
contractual responsibilities under its contracts.  

 CCRPC will have protest procedures to handle and resolve disputes relating to contracts 
awarded, and shall, in all instances of such occurrences, disclose information regarding 
the protest to any funding agencies.   

 All procurement transactions will be conducted in a manner providing full and open 
competition. Some of the situations considered to be restrictive of competition include 
but are not limited to: placing unreasonable requirements on firms in order for them to 
qualify to do business; requiring unnecessary experience and excessive bonding; 
noncompetitive pricing practices between firms or between affiliated companies; 
organizational conflicts of interest; specifying only a “brand name” product instead of 
allowing “an equal” product to be offered and describing the performance of other 
relevant requirements of the procurement; and any arbitrary action in the procurement 
process. 

 Solicitations for goods and services shall be based on a clear and accurate description of 
the technical requirements for the material, product, or service to be procured. Such 
description shall not, in competitive procurements, contain features which unduly restrict 
competition. Detailed product specifications should be avoided if at all possible. Brand 
name or equal description may be used as a means to define the performance or other 
salient requirements of a procurement. 

 CCRPC will take all necessary affirmative steps to assure that minority firms, women's 
business enterprises, and labor surplus area firms are used when possible. Affirmative 
step include: placing qualified small and minority businesses and women's business 
enterprises on solicitation lists; assuring that small and minority businesses, and women's 
business enterprises are solicited whenever they are potential sources; dividing total 
requirements, when economically feasible, into smaller tasks or quantities to permit 
maximum participation by small and minority business, and women's business 
enterprises; and requiring the prime contractor, if subcontracts are to be let, to take the 
affirmative steps listed in this section.  

 CCRPC will prefer, to the extent practicable and economically feasible, products and 
services that conserve natural resources and protect the environment and are energy 
efficient. 

 CCRPC will not enter into contracts with parties that have been debarred, suspended, or 
excluded from Federal assistance programs.   
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 CCRPC will provide termination provisions in contracts and agreements. 

 CCRPC will perform a cost or price analysis in connection with every procurement 
action including contract modifications. Cost analysis is the review and evaluation of 
each element of cost to determine reasonableness, allocability and allowability. 

 
 
 
3.0 Contract Types and Requirements 
 
CCRPC shall follow bidding thresholds and procedures contained in 18 CFR Part 18.36 and 
Vermont Agency of Administration Administrative Bulletin 3.5 Contracting Procedures for 
Services. The Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC) approves retention of all technical 
consultants and the Executive Committee approves retention of all administrative consultants, 
based on the recommendations of a proposal selection committee. All contracts equal to or more 
than $15,000 are signed by the Chair of the CCRPC.  Contracts less than $15,000 are signed by 
the Executive Director.  Administration of those contracts is the responsibility of the Executive 
Director who may delegate it to appropriate staff.   
 
Contracts $15,000 or less. While a competitive solicitation process is preferable, CCRPC may 
enter into a contract for $15,000 or less without a standard competitive solicitation process. At 
the time of contract execution, CCRPC must place in the official contract file a written 
explanation for selecting the contractor. Such explanation must include a description of the 
qualifications of the contractor that demonstrates that they will provide high quality services or 
products, and a description of the prices charged by the vendor and an explanation as to why 
such charges are both cost effective and reasonable.   
 
Contracts greater than $15,000 but not more than $100,000 – Standard Bid Process or 
Simplified Bid Process. CCRPC may enter into a contract over $15,000 but not more than 
$100,000 following either a standard bid or simplified bid process. A “simplified bid process” 
means that the CCRPC has developed a specific and detailed statement of work for the service or 
product desired and has solicited written price quotations from vendors providing the specified 
services or products. The statement of work to be performed and request for price quotation must 
be provided in a timely manner to at least three potential bidders. If CCRPC is unsure whether 
the contract will fall below the $100,000 threshold, the standard bid process will be undertaken. 
 
Contracts Greater than $100,000 -- Standard Bid Process. CCRPC may enter into a contract 
greater than $100,000 only after adherence to a standard competitive bid process. The technique 
of competitive proposals is normally conducted with more than one source submitting an offer, 
and either a fixed-price or cost-reimbursement type contract is awarded. It is generally used 
when the following requirements apply: 
 

 Requests for qualifications or proposals will be publicized and identify all evaluation 
factors and their relative importance. It is recommended that a minimum of three weeks 
be allowed for responses. Any response to publicized requests for qualifications or 
proposals shall be honored to the maximum extent practical; 
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Wednesday, May 22, 2013 - 6:00 p.m. 

  CCRPC, 110 West Canal St 
Winooski, VT   05404 

 

 
 

 
 

CONSENT AGENDA – 
 C.1  minor TIP amendments *   

DELIBERATIVE AGENDA 

1. Call to Order; Changes to the Agenda 

2. Public Comment Period on Items NOT on the Agenda 

3. Action on Consent Agenda (MPO Business) * 5 min (Action) 

4. Approve Minutes of April 17, 2013 Meeting * 5 min (Action) 

5. Approval of Sidewalk Grants 10 min (Action) 

6. Second Public Hearing for Draft ECOS Plan *   20 min (Action) 

7. Public Hearing for FY2014 Unified Planning Work Program *   30 min (Action) 

8. Proposed Amendments to CCRPC Guidelines and Standards for Confirmation   30 min (Action) 
of Municipal Planning Processes and Approval of Municipal Plans* 

9. Charge to ad hoc Water Quality Committee  ?? 20 min (Action) 

10. Charge to ad hoc Growth Center Committee   ?? 20 min (Action) 

11. Executive and MPO Directors’ Updates 10 min (Information) 
a. CIRC Alternatives Process (MPO Business)  
b. Office relocation opportunity – 60 Main St, Burlington 
c. Act 250 Letters   

1) Hannaford application in Hinesburg, # 4C0654-14  

12. Committee Reports, as needed, otherwise see attached * (Information) 

13. Members’ Items, Other Business (Information) 

14. Adjourn  
 
*denotes attachment 
 
The May 22nd Chittenden County RPC meeting will air on ________, ________, 2013 at 8 p.m. and repeat on S_____, __________ at 
1 a.m. and 7 a.m.; and will be available on the web at:  http://www.cctv.org/watch-tv/programs/chittenden-county-regional-
planning-commission-. 

 
Upcoming Meetings - Unless otherwise noted, all meetings are held at our offices:   

• Finance Committee Meeting – Wednesday, May 22, 2013; 4:00 p.m. 
• Planning Advisory Committee (PAC) – Wednesday, June 19, 2013; 2:30-4:30 p.m. 
• Transportation Advisory Committee – Tuesday, June 4, 2013; 9:00 a.m.  
• Executive Committee meeting – Wednesday , June 5, 2013; 5:45 p.m. 
• Climate Action Plan Committee, Tuesday, May 21, 2013; 3:00 p.m. 
• CCRPC Annual Meeting - Wednesday, June 19, 2013; 6:00 p.m. at ECHO 
• Board Development Committee – to nominate officers and begin bylaws review (TDB) 
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